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Idlewild Plantation and Property
Patterson, Louisiana
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HISTORY
This plantation’s original owner was a wealthy French planter named George
Haydel. He built Idlewild as a wedding present to his daughter. Mrs. Pam and
Captain John are the current owners of this location. They informed us of the
history and activity of Idlewild Plantation. There are 4 other homes on the
property. All of these homes were built between the late 1800’s to early 1900’s.

CLAIMS
The Acadiana Chapter is doing a follow up investigation of this location with the
assistance of the Central Chapter. The owners claim there is a woman that has been
seen in the main dining room of the home. Another claim in of a blue shirt that was
seen in the upstairs bedroom that appeared to be floating. Captain John claims he
has activity at his home on the property. Captain John also stated they can’t keep
the Overseer’s house rented out. He says renters claim its very negative and people
feel uneasy in the home.

Investigators Reports & Evidence
Location: Patterson, La.
Date: May 29, 2021
Investigators: Acadiana Chapter and Central Chapter
Equipment used: Several deer cameras, digital voice recorders, wireless video cameras, Rem
pods, Mel Meter, K 2 Meters, digital still camera, SLS camera.
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Before the team started base line our medium walked through all rooms in all of the houses. The
medium then reported her findings to the group and owners. According to the owner and
witnesses, the medium stated things about the house, property and activity. The team then
proceeded with our base line sweeps for EMF in all areas. While doing the walkthrough we also
took pictures. After the walkthrough we proceeded to set up all equipment in all locations. Then
we went lights out for the investigation.
Several EVP sessions were done throughout all of the houses that evening. However, there were
no clear EVP’s to report in any locations. We did get muffled voices on an evp session but that
was not placed in evidence due to it being unclear. After reviewing the video from the wireless
cameras we caught the Mel Meter and Rem Pods going off in the Overseer’s House. These went
off during EVP sessions and when no one was in the house.
The teams did have several personal experiences in some of the houses.

Attached Files
No files attached. We did post a video on our Facebook page (Louisiana Spirits) of the rem
pod/ mel meter going off when no one was in the overseer’s house.

CONCLUSION
Louisiana Spirits has pioneered so many reportedly active locations in the state. By not simply
going off of haunted tales, we treat any historic location as the next potential haunting. In regards
to this location we feel there is possible activity. We are very grateful to the owner for allowing
us to investigate their beautiful location.
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